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I think I bave benefitted from being Colombian, from being Hi.'

-o\~
-

'.,
'-,--

panic. Ies the best of two worlds. You knm''! that expression? Like -__ --_~-'
being able to st;ill keep and appreciate those things in my culture tha~ -_:~;
I enjoy and that I think: are beautiful and at the same time being able_~}

to change those things which I think are bad.
23-YEAR-OLD COLOJ.fBIAN WOMAN

'. "'"
---\~~

Our research waS initially motivated by wonies about semnd generation::~
decline. Like many other social scientists, we were mncerned that tl1<~
children of recent immigrants might be at risk of downward assimilatkm;;j!
as they become Americans. We feared that many would earn less than theiF:~
immigrant parents, get less education, have lower levels of civic particip..~::ji
tion in their new scciot¥t and become more alienated. We alsc suspected,~l
that upwardly mobile chili:lren immigrants might achieve success largely~J
by remaining tied to the ethnic communities and economic niches oftlieir~~
parents. In contemporary America, we speculated,. the most successful iI!t~~-!
. migrant families might be the ones who kept large parts of "mainstream~';'il
.
,--:,~
Amencan culture at bay.
.,~.;;
Although we fuund examples of these two scenarios, neither turned out'!I~
to be common. On the whole, second and 1.5 generation New YorkerS are~li
already doing better than their immigrant parents, The Chinese and Ru.~i
sian Jews have demonstrated particularly rapid upward mobility. Thisup'~~
ward trajectory is partly explained by their parents' premigration cl~i~
backgrounds and «hidden" human capital-but, particularly among _th",;~
_, ,-;,'E
Chinese, even those from working class backgrounds or with poorly educ,~1
']cated parents have sometimes achieved stunning upward mobility. Not Sllt~~~~'
risingly, those second generation respondents who belong to groups thlt~~
e context of reception has racialized -as black or Hispanic have a -~o~b~
mixed record. For these individuals, racial discrimination remains a signifi;lit
c;"'t factor in shaping their American lives, Yet even here, most of the -_. -i:V
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dren of immigrants are exceeding their parents' levels of education, if only
: because the parents' levels were quite low. West Indians,' the group in the
· greatest danger of being negatively racially stereotyped, show real gains
O'ler their- parents and their native born peers on a number of fronts.
All the second ~ou~n_":S-"'ll~_ or more than the co Ill '
.. ~~ group~C.'?ntrolling fur age andge;:,d~I:>§iiiiJJ!"ms
· and South Americans earn more than Puerto Ricans, West Indians earn
...~ nattve blaCkS, and die Rlllisians and Chinese are o;;:p..r with-na_~ucationaI attainment, Vi.lIether Clfnot
co~ls.

one

~

,- for age., gender., and parental education~ Dominicans and South Americans
· are doing better than Puerto Ricans, "Vest Indians are doing better than
African Americans, .Russian Jews are doing better than native whites, and
the Chinese are doing better than everyone. Wbile less likely to be working
full time than their staggeringly work·oriented immigrant parents, the Chi·
. nese and the Russian Jews are either working or going to ",hool full time in

: sIiglttly higlter numbers than native whites (mainly because more are still at·
tending school); the levels of the other second generation groups exceed
those of African Americans and Puerto Ricans and, except for the Domini.. tws, are a.pproaching the rates of native whites. While there are significant
. differences among the second generation groups in how many get involved
. in criminalacrivities, arrest rates are about the same as those of native whites
even in those groups whose members are most likely to have had brusbes
with the law. Moreover, these arrest rates are well below th~se of native
. born minority counterparts.
Many respondents of Mrican descent report experiencing racial discrimination, particularly from the police. The experience has dearly left
>many individuals feeling uncomfortable with their status as «Americans»
, and alienated them from ,orne aspects of American lire. Yet, the second
~entifi"-'!..~-"-bla:k:_<ll1~ most likely t,;-;,q,eri ..
~ce such discrimination-West Indians-is a1w the"group moit likely
fu Parndpate in neighhodlooaand- a;;f(:~f:iiriandro-be interested in

. •.i%
• . . . ew Yo~k ~est Indians vot-'::in numbers C'ompara:b!e to native i
~if'omewhat below the very high proportion of native African

: -Americans .

. This rapid incorporation
into A!!!.eric.~ ---_._---_.-----._.life does not stem
from the
--.. _-.-_second
generation's
maintaining-sociaL-Q.t:.s:.~!Ural
ties
t- ------_______________
- ____with
•__ . . _ th~.
- --- p<irents)
·,J~~jgrani co~~'!. The group experiencing the: most dramatic
:-

c_ -

~

----~-_.

': ,upward mobility-the Chinese-is actuolly the least likely to retain the
.t,rrents' language. Members of every second generation group who

I

I
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work in predominantl)' ethnic work sites earn less than those who worki
in mainstream settings. At the same time ~ today"s second generation do-ef:-~
not seem overly concerned about shedding those ties or losing

ethnic",

distinctiveness.

Like the 23-year-old Colombian -American young woman quoted ear- c,:
lier, members of the second generation are happy to acculturate "sele:c--::,,·
tively," to use Portes and Rnmbaut's (2001) phrase, talting what WOID'

the best in their parents' communities and combining it with the bestoC"
wbat thc), see around them among their native peers. Many respondentii ?
cheerfully report that they do not feel fully a part of their parents' lmmi":'
grant communities nor do they see themselves as. fully "Alnerican~-.:..a:_-:.1
term they use to describe the native whites whom they know primarily)
througb television. Compared to past second generations, the children of:)'
immigrants today seem;:m;';:;:kably 'at ease about living between different}
\vorld;.- They raidynse~ ttieir parenl1l'-frlr"ig@essas posing a senous~
probfe~,'
"
" - -.. _'"'i'
., Tlli,Ieyel of.secoll!l, gellel]tion inc()rporatio,!. i~J'_"!.~u1arly sttikjn~}l
'Yhen ~ompe!~d tothat.gUheji:Z;;;".rt,m:~in.w~t"IJl Enrope. Tbej;j
2665'ri~t; in F~';;ce brought worldwide attention to the problems Qfi~
youth and young adults whose parents are immigrants and who havei!!
faced limited socioeconomic mobility. Many of the rioters in Faris live in";~
the: suburbs with st%geringly high youth unemployment rates. These;-;~
unemployed, underemployed, and alienated youth evidentlyengagedi1(;1
criminal behavior as a cballenge to a racist society that they believi'.~
permanently relegates them to an urban underdass. As such, they b,,:ol~
carne symbols of the possible second generation decline throughoutl~
Western Europe. For all of the city's problems, New York's relativdylJlj
open economy, its overtly ethnic and p-ro-immigrant politics) and -_the-/j
myriad of its educational U second chances» have served the second gen:~:~~~
era tion fairly well-far better than they have served our native minori\y:!
populations,
f,(:l
Despite the city's achievements, how the children of immigrants in aild'tlll
-.~
around N ew York City are incorporated into society remains problematic(j\l!
Many young people bave received substandard educations in thecity',,~]
worst public schools. Although many of the second generation ",:§m
working, their jobs often hold limited possibilities for advancement Jri a:rr!~
economy of stagnant or declining real wages. All too few individuals hav"j(l
found their way througb educational routes into the highest-paying pro~m
fessions in the city. On the other band, these problems are not uniqueta,\ll
---~~

.

--:t~i

f
~'

if"

:::~~ ~:

dill""" '""""m«" b,,, ,,,,='1, "tt " ""''''

Yorkers and are less severe for the children of immigrants than for mem~. bers of native minority groups.
~.- We should note that the differences among the "centers of gravity» of
~_ -second genemtion groups are as large as the overall difference between
them and the native born minority gro)fps. The variation within each of
ethe groups is large as welL In the sense that different groups-are being-ill~':~ . corporated~t parts of American society., their assimilation has l
'~:C- indeed been segmented. But this segmentation- has not always produced
~.' -the results predicted by earlier scholarship. Moreover, incorporatio,! tur!'s ;
[.:•. . out to work differently in different spheres social life.Jhe..gmupuylW
i-. have done best ill the mainstream economy show low le,,4; of ch'i!: :l'llRgagement and political participation, for ex_~I",J:~l~itI1~th.e..strai.ght
F line asSimilatlon rna e nor the segmented assimilation alternative easilY

r

V

'1

f

or

l~aptures me compieiwaYSiD.\vhi~h io~es -h~~~-~';;';;bii1~!'~"';1ni..s20" liticif, and cultural incorporation.
~';-

f·
~: Why Are Our Results Different?

,r
tt'

Many scholars have speculated that the larger patterns of racial inequality!
$.. and discrimination in America will £Orce those children "fimmigrants who
are not classified as white into the ranks of persistently poor native minoritics. Gans (1992), fur example, worried that labeling dark-skinned children of immigrants as black would trump their aspirations for upward mol' bility. Mary Waters's (1999) ethnography of Afro-Caribbeans in New
F York -City gave support for that position.
~~. . The notion that racial and other forms of inequality in host societies \viU i
y_~--create socioeconomic exclusion for Jarge po.rtions of the second genera-,.:'
~; tion has motivated an intense debate in the United States and Europ1
I'f{Perlmann and Waldinger 1997; Walclinger and Perlmann 1998; Alba and
~ Nee 2003; Smith 2003; Walclinger and Feliciano 2004; Perlmann 2005;
~~Rumbaut2005a, 200Sb}.
~:; . The segmented assimilation hypothesis posits_tlu:.Ee;il]:ernative paths for
~' the second generatIon: up,varaasSIDiiTation~ downward ;'sirnnation~'-and
~;;;Sh.illanoncorii!)meir-\VitirbicurnlrnI;;m:
patliscorI'. _ --- ---•. trespond to three types of relationships among the children of immigrants,

g.

1.-

These _.

---~------------'---------.------

~:_._-.~ parents~ ~~._ ~~j0~~,-_~~~~~o-~~~~1r: _ ~?~~~~~-(:~~~.uJTii!iti~.n
~;foccuiS,,~lien-'ilie

children and the parents both gradually learn Americ.an

!! ~eanCl-al5alliloi1tl1cirhome
Jariguage-and-clilture at abOut the ;';"'e
--"
----- ---------~/

-~---.

.....

. ------ ..

.
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pace. As children enter

m<; ro,*,stream, they not only acrueve upward mo'

~

~iJj':Y' but th"y, d'; s()_with,the~!l£!'.ort of their parents. This path is most
open to those who are most sif!!ilar to., or most likely to be aecepted by;:_
ili~ whit~' ;;-,aJOrity. - --' -'
~
. •
--(j}h<.m;m;rc-;;]turation}o~when children learn English faster and;'
aq::ept American -ways more re<1:<.illy than_4.Q.their ~arents, ·who are more--.:~::

likely to clingto~g.,";tid~~titiegortes and Rumbaut argue that this~~
pl'(}ce;olfeIl!e"d~!2,dQi¥;;:W;rrd assj,!!lilation, as l'<:,ung people face racial :'
&'scrirIlinatio"c, bifurcated labor markets, and an often nihilistic inner ci9'~;'
subculW;e"Oii their own,with,;;rt;trong parental authority and re~f
source~d ;';1ili ie\V~~mmtiIil!Y-=-{eSou~<md sUPRQrts.lrus path
nloStope';'t;;ili~;;-~ho are most similar to, or most likely to be classified
ifong~de,nai:1ve .mnori'ty gr,;upS,-e;p.;ci;;n);Af!icanAmericans.
.
'-'Th;t/,i;:d"pr';ceis~~~JJj lead~ .•~
fl!-obility alongside continued
attachment to home CQu0r-t¥ cululres
a,"!~-~
~
,
.----",
biculturalism. Selecrlveacculturation (Portes and Rumbaut 200l;52)~j
ocCurs wh~;;'"p"':;'-;'ts-:md children learn English and American customsat'~¥
th~'~-;"e
rat~, v.;-he;~ p';~ntS'~nd children
are inserted into the ethnic
~
______________
"
__ - ;:-t
community. It is characterized by preservation of parental authority, little ;'Ji
or no inte;generational conflict, and fluent bilingualism among children,::)~
As -su~h, itforrns -the"srroni-i;;t bnlwark against effects of external dis~1
_~~ati~n:(Port';~<jJ<nmb~ut 2 0 0 1 : 5 4 ) ' - : 1
Segmented assimilationalso takes into account background mctors suclt~!~
as parental human capital (including parents' education and income)J~
modes of incorporation (state definitions of immigrant groups, eligibilitY ",11
for welfare, and the degree of social prejudice or discrimination fucing im- {4
migrant groups in the receiving society), and family structure (single'~
versus married couple &mities as well as multigenerational versus nu,cle-~{;i
f.nnily living arrangements), The model points (we believe correctly)to)~
the varying degrees of transnational connection among immigrant group~;ill
as an important element of the context of reception.
:~·::~f§
TJ1.e '!'2st:striking innovation in this model lies in two orits predictions:J~
----~-~.------.- - - - - - - - - - - - ':'a
he first is that downward assimilation does ...t occur because the chile,;,)
en of immigrants fail to Americanize. It occurs., rather" because they .tid ~~l

YOuth

ii.;,
1
.J

--

o too quickly, relative to their parents, or assimilate into the «wro~g~ f~
egments of American society. The second is that those children who.,~
.
-- -- -... "..
immigrant parents do not have particularly high educations 01' incomc~ rJE
can achieve upward mobility through a strategy of selec~~~
accnlturation---<>taying at least partially ethnic and embedded in ethniii:;~
-~

-

m

-::~
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· communities. In making these two predictions, the segmented assimila• tion model stands the standard assimilation model on its head. For at leas~'
- some immigrants, the argument goes~ corning quickly and easilr to share:j
American (or at/east lower class American) ways is bad for the second)
generation. Holding on to immigtant distinctiveness can be an advantage ..
This model has proven extraoLdinarily useful in forus~ our attention
on how differences fn parental hUln~ c~rLb1:~~t~;:-~~Qf ;~~~i~~~9
dbruc community structure influence se~ond ~~eratioll.Q.1!t~Qgl.g ~~J1Q!~ir
· the highly segmented nature of Ameri~'~ciety pre~ms _~ti."e_e!ld in1,'l1llgtant racral and etJ:iilic groups with "''''!Ldilkr~!'t..Jg".<:.hE'~~ ~'LOl'.... jiOrtUllity str~ (Portes, Fermmdez-Kelly, and Haller 2005:1004):

will

If it is tru~ that most descendants of today·?s immigrants
eve~tu:::---·",
ally assimilate to American society, it still makes a great deal of difference whether they do so by ascending mto the ranks of a prosperous 'I
middle class or join in large numbers the ranks of a racialized, perrna~
nently impoverished population at the bottom of society.

!'

I

. ~E£~d.::nts follo:,,"-ed either '~!!he_t\':'.".~()s.~~e{)r.::ti~y
": innovative predictions of the modeL Few experienced downward assimilation resUltiiig from ~y rapid Amer;c~tionland fe'''.<!Iso..i'!'I'eri; enced up;ward mobilil}' by m"""ra:~g thej<:_£'kce in ":!:-~tjmic :nelave. I~-J
• deed, any sort of second generatlon downward mobility relatlve to thell]
inunigrant parents is rare. When downward mobility does occur, it is notl
correlated with rapid differential loss of the parents' ethnic language or!
,·culture. (We find no correlation between the ability to understand or
'speak an ethnic language and educational attainment among our second
'l. generation respondents from non-English-speaking backgrounds.) To the
.,.:.contrary, upward mobility is associated
the use of :English, emPlo Y;". ment outsIde of an ethnic enclave, and learrung Amencan ways futer than
;~-- -fine's parents. Indeed, joining the mainstream is the most common route _
( to success in this srudy (Alba and Nee 2003).
..
Our most successful second generariqn group,. the Chinese,. j-s the least
likely to retain the parental language. The Chinese are also among the
. least likely to participate in ethnic organizations and the most likely to use
, the public schools. While a minority among the Chinese participates in re:c,-iigiOllS activities, the}' are generally not connecting to their parentsl' ethnic
ways but often become more religious than their parents in ways that can
~. be a source of tension with them (Chai-Kim 2004}. Although the dense
~ social networks of New York].s Chinese immigrant coinmunity have

c

witt:

'~.

l
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e1ped the second generation, this relationship has little to do with maintaining home country traditions or smooth relations with parents. Chi.
nese respondents actually otten report difficult, strained, and sometimes
unhappy relationships with their parents, despite the fact (or perhaps because of the fact) that they tend to live with parents longer than do mem~·
rs of other .groups. Finally, whereas first genera_!i~}n Chinese New
Yorkers have gone the farthest in establishing a thriving economic ethnic
_._.~------------~------ ....----- ----------'-.~---enclave (Zhou 1992), the upwardly mobile majority of the second gener.
anon avoldslt:-Only "downwardly mobile ID.lD.ority"Ofthe C~ese second
generation bas resorted to enclave employment, with its poor wages and
working conditions. ~cl",,"-".~~U!!.'!)': ",!1I be preferable to uno.
employme:!, bu0t is a saii:.ty ~,-~erin~tlO,,::d.
Wllv has the experience of New York's second generation been ineansist~;:'~With-thePredic~ of the segmented assimilation model? Our
aitioffr?;.evenl! possili!Eanswers. First, members of the second generation have found a way around the «hourglass~ model of the U.S. labor
market presented by the segmented assinlliation model. As Partes, Fernandez-Kell}', and Haller (2005:1005) put it:
The promise of American society, which makes so many foreigners·
conle, lies in the access it provides to well remunerated professional
and entrepreneurial careers and the llftluent lifi,styles associated witb
them. At the same ti~~y it is obvious that not everyone gains access
to those positions and that, at the opposite end of society, there is. a
very unem~able scenario of youth gangs, drug dictated lifestyles, premature childbearing, imprisonment and early death. Immigrant fumilies navigate bct\Veen these opposite extremes seeking to steer their
youths in the direction of the true mainstream.

~os!....Q[J:he .<cood gene.r.a.ti.o!1 young people with whom we spoke' '
"are not affluent professiona.ls, but neither are they perennially unem'j- '1
ployed nor part of a "permanently impoverished~ underclass. Instead;
they are working members of the lower middle dass service economy,
employ~d ~as-~';'hit~~li;rClerkat or service workers in retail or Enancbl _.
. s~rvic~s. Thci~-labOrm;;;iet pOsItion re;embles that of other New;!
YorrffS their age more than it does that of their parents. They rarel1.)j
•
- Oo·'j
drop out of the labor force or become criminals. Most have achieved;1i
real, if.modest, progress over their paren~) generatio~. They h~ve morR.~1
educatIon, e:arn more money) and work III more "mamstream'· occupa~:~:;~~
'ons and sectors.
.~;~-~
:p
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Second, the studies developll£t the segmenteo:i a~~irnil~!i()!lmoci.<:lE",,-e
rare~n to ""tiv~-y;;uth-rui~.eb~ndo:l()cU11len_ti,!g
!lie underntandable contempt in which-~g~_2¥"!.1.ts_hold _it.

__ ~'T1Yithout including riitive

born5_omp~iso~J~~QY~S.)J1PW~E.~J.)_~.T8~~~~~

hard to sort out what aspects of yoUDg_ pe~je' s)e~a'1()r s!em )ro1l\
yavm.giffiITilgiii1tjY.ir",,~-~<!~J.1~t~\r!>'pIF::ftectb~i.rJga.l'Qungperson in
~America tod'!¥: The model posits downward assimilation for those J
children of immigrants who adopt an ~~adversarial stance" or 'treactive,
ethnicity" as a result of the experience of prejudice and discrimination. It \
argues that the emergence of reactive ethnicity reflects the &value conta-

'. gion" of attending school with members of native minority groups and
lacking family and community resources for dealiog with ethnic and racial
discrimination. Portes and Rumbaut (2001:6l) underscore the conflict
· between parental values of hard work and upward mobility and inner city
subcultures:
_~:-..---

__ __.____
~_r

Because of their poverty, many irrH':'!~'l~~ s~i!t_q~".PIg~in,ll.t;y
to urban ghetto areas. In this environment, they and their families a.:e
often exposed to norms of behavior inimical to upward mobility
well as to an adversarial stance that j uslllies these behaviors. For

as

serond eneratlon youths-;tliecrasnore:~pecta tiono..iL~tis:uli'r.lY
poignant when the messages that education does not~ and that
discrimination prevents peoEle of COiO!____fro"'_.ev<;f~-iu,s,,~~g____~re
c?,nveyed by native peel'§..Q[ th,.Jl..¥OJe.J.:ace..OLeJhnic..origin.

Without a native comparison group, however, it is easy to confuse the
· styfe' wi.th the substance of suc"-~«"EP"'itio..nal'~ id.entit)"
-q';id: lo~k
at the bagg), pan Is and backward baseball caps worn by students on any
fvy League campus ,vill attest. It is wort\I noting that the fi:ature~. of
_ "ghetto culture" that most alarm··these sCIl,,!"!:s (and immigrant parents I )
actually resemble the broader youth culture in Americ'!"..alb~i!.Jn a fOfm
made more intense by poverty. There is notbiog particular!Y_ .."zh~ttp"
about drug use, materialism, nihilism, and anti-intellectualism. With slight

"sa

-- dillerences: in style, these traits :are as easy to see in any suburban mall as
on inner city street cDrners .
.!?rawing on our native white comparison gro-gp) we ca n see.....:t.hat.na.thre

· white males are just as likely to engage io rebellious b~haviors as the
-;CoRd generation groups. A comparison of arrest rates aIj:lQ!lg ..t.I:,,: JIWes
in OUI survey shows that i3 percent of nativebom white males repor;t:
havrng been arrested, compared with 24 p~N:ent of West Indian maleS',22
L

. __ . __ ..

_~

___ . _ --.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~.~--

---- . ,--. _____ . __

.. _
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percent of Dominican males, and 20 percent of South American males., •
White males who grew up in New York City get in trouble at even higher
rates. Only native born blacks and Puerto Ricans havehigller arrest rates
than native born whites.
: What differs between the native whites and the second generation,
jgroups is not the adversarial behaviors but how the larger society reactHo ,_
\them. Whites who take drugs or get in trouble with the law often have ;-;
!more family resources and face a more lenient eriminal justice system (Snl~
i !ivan 1989). Second generation respondents often face harsher penalties "
and have fewer resources to deal with the repercussions of the same ••
1youthful indiscretions,although a weU-networked ethnic group can some"
! times provide support for its most troubled young members. Still, second.
! generation youth are less likely to find themselves permanently derailed by
":youthful missteps than are the Pnerto Ricans and native blacks who have,
:fewer economic and fumily resources and even less societal good will to '
-draw upon when they get into trouble. Indeed, whereas "social capital»
'helps better-off groups cope with many types of trouble, being heavily
"embedded" in networks of reciprocal obligation among the worst off can
:be a real disadvantage. fn such groups, many of the most successful mem-'

!

"bers describe themselves as '~loners.»
·--~i:~
Most standard accounts of second generation incorporation al~ ::~~

present a one-dimensi"-ll~ view of how people experience and re-"pond' "~
to racial domination. As ,Ve argued in Chapter 10, prejudice and dis.: .~
crimination can mean very different phenomena. Discrimination in ~-. ___ :~
personal sites where the only thing known about a person is his or her
race leads to the development of strong feelings of exclusion and «aCe ":~
tive ethnicity. This is especially true when the discrimination comes from c]
the police. ]lut this discrimination has implications very different than ~
discrimination that occurs in institutional settings where an individnal' ~l
can signal -other nonracial characteristics to would-be discriminators._:J?-- :ij
young dark-skinned man stopped by the police while walking on the. :J
-,--~:'~
street may reasonably conel ude that the officers are responding to hiS 'L,
skin color. The same can be said about a dark-skinned young woman,~l
who is followed in a store while she looks at clothing. Both individuals
get the message that their skin color signals criminal behavior to au- )!
thority figures. Obviously, they have little individual control in these sit, Sl!
nations;- In this context their race is a "master status.,» sociologist Rober(:
!~!
Merton's (1967) term for a characteristic that trumps all other personal

,,1

)i

.

characteristics.

',,,l

~~

_-. -~ ~~~~_~
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A college ,rudent who questions whether Iris profe,sor has low expectations of ltim or a young associate in a law fum who wonders if it ,vill
treat black or Hispanic associates as well as whites" however, can draw on
a wider repertoire of coping skills. Our respondents often told about
such situations in which they felt they had indeed experienced racial
prejudice and discrimination. Yet instead of just getting angry and discouraged, they learned to develop strategies to overcome such disc.rimination. The most common strategy was to try to outperform others to
disprove negative racial or ethnic stereotypes, something they had
within their power to at least try to do. We found that Chinese and
light-skinned Hispanics are most likely to report this kind of discrimination. By con tra,t, people with dark skin who can be coded as black in
American racial terms are most likely to experience the more virulent
impersonal discrimination from authority figures in anonymous public
spaces, an experience that individuals have little real power to overcome
(Anderson 1990). Many people experience discrimination, but what it
means to them, and how they react to it, depends on social sphere and
context.
Finally) previous accounts of second generation incorporation oft~
overlook the possibility that identifYing with African Americans or
adopting African American-inspired models of racial difference and racial
politics can have benefits as well as costs. The claim that the second generation may experience downward assimilation when mainstream American soc:!ety categorizes them as nonwhite Wldecestimates the extent to
which the civil rights movement has changed the meaning of race since
the 1960,. How"ver pattial its victories or unfulfilled its promise, that
movement did de!egitimate de jure segregation and overt white supremacy. It-also created a repertoire of ideas, institutions) and organizational forms for challenging racial subordioation. Aflinnative action and
other programs designed £0 promote upward mobility among members of
native minority groups are now available £0 the children of nonwhite immigrants. The emergence of Ethnic Studies programs on American university campuses and the use of blanket catego.ries -like "bJack1J or "'Hispanic" to enfurce the Voting Rights Act and other civil rights era
legislation mean that immigrants and their children have access to institutions facilitating social mobility precisely because they are'considered nonwhite. Assimilating into '''black American or "Latino America'" thus doesi
~:
,-,not have ~iven;al1v~sequences for the cont~~nd
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Explaining Second Generation Progress
If previons models do not explain the experience of today's second gener- '
ation New Yorkers, what does? We conclude by answering this question
and spe.:ulating about what contemporary patterns of second generation ,,'
integration mean for American public policy and society.
New York City can be tough on any young person, regarrlless of where
his or her parents were born, The children of immigrants face extra diflic
culties. Only a third of New York City's 3 million households are families
with related children under 18. In other words, two-thirds of the house,holds are not currently fuong the burdens of rearing children, Among
families with childrefi, immigrant parents are much less likely to speak En- "
glish at home (only 19 percent compared with 60 percent ofnarive par,':
ents), and they may not even understand English at all (about a quarter of "
immigrant parents as compared with only 4 percent ofthe native parents):,'
Moreover, only half of immigrant parents in New York families are citi- .,'
zens, which gi,-es them fur less political influence than native parents.
Mostsrn9aliy, immigrant ~ents are less likely to be well educated ":,
.:.----------.
--.'
~native f'.arE!Wi;-'!jIilrcLla<:!s.a.bigh sch~gcee compared with one- ."
fifth of native patents, and ~ a ~ have college degrees, compared ,
WIth a quarter of the native parents.
a consequence, they ha,ve Jess in- ,
come. Immigrant pareI1JS,had a mean household income of $54,404 m. ,,;;,
1999, compared with $7~83 for the native parents. Thus Y2Jl!lg peo.e!e;.";l
growin up in immigrant furnilies ha
arents with
-~',j
{,.}~clout)~_~J~§_i!t~Up--__ -:;
in na~ familles. It would be surptising if these factors did not constitute

--

~ers i.;p.;gre.s.

' .' ".~

Yet--",~~find!J1-i!~s~~tion is generally doing betterthan:,~

natives of comparable racial backgrounds despite these barriers. Why is····;;
~---~--'-~--'------
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----'The first reason is an obvious factor that is- nevertheless consistrnrlv' -~.::
':r;
overlookedmcDfl1~n;b~~veen_lmmigriiit(~-dnati-;';s, ImmigrantS.: ahlghlysdectedgr6up~Even
theyk';e ~el~ti;ely~odest rouea,'
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they have the: ;-(~
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kinds of parents, mostly in ways that are advantageous for
._~---------_.-

At first glance a Dominican father who doe, not speak English and has
only a second grade education may appear to have characteristics similar
to those of the least well-off New York-born Puerto Rican father, and
even rewer resources. Yet as an immigrant parent he has other qualities
that separate him from most uneducated Dominican men who stayed at
home on the island, qualities that contri bu ted to his success in migrating
to New York. His lack of education may not have a negative effect on his
ability to instill a desire for education in his son or daughter. So too, a
pooIlV'~£:lllit~~wai~er in Ne"v Yo),! Cit\' is quite different from
.... the I~_'.~.£..mparable 111e_Il. in ~c:!'~a wh~<iid not make the journey to
. New York, for he has overcome extraorelinary obstacles to change his lot
. -inille. That·dri~lobette~-hi;;ru-.;ti~;, is -;;~ he is likely t~ll
.' transmit to his children. Thus, when comparing children of natives to the
• children ofimmigrants , it is important to remember that while the second
- generation IS not technically a '4selected'J population., the parents who
raised them surely were.
Second, many members of the second generation are well positioned to
· take advantage of civil rights era. institutions and policies fur promoting
· eliversity. Indeed, the very presence ofrnany members of the second generation in this country was in Jarge part the result of one important piece
of civil rights legislation, the 1965 Hart Geller immigration reforms,
•... which ended national origin quotas in U.S. immigration policy.(As the
•.. children of parents who come from societies where they typically formed
~. the racial majority, the second generation it far les~ encumbered by the
'. ",s;due of past eliscrimina tory practices) d;.f? f\:·
.
Although COllert racist practices afld_.assnmptions-ob"iousll'~.I'g
the lives of th~ond generation today _ fore.~~Js.~'''he~.e second,
. . third or fourth generation Asian 1GIlerican professional is complimented
... ;;;' his command of English or asked when she is "going home"-we
~~c-~~~~~~~~~~~=-~~-~~~.~--~
•. showed in Chapter 10 that such practices and assumptions are less perni- dollS and less pervasive for m-anysecond generation }~outh than for native
romoritics ~1l.OseCaste-like subordination has been central to the forma'.------~~~~C_~~~~-c:~~~:~~~~~~~.~~~
tion of American identity. M"'IT..s~~£n~!¥''!..e_ration ,=-esp.~.'i.ents be~."':;j •
iliat the~enefitted by being characterized as nonwhite and thus re~
_ cruited to universities and jobs in order to increase diversin~ jn-these instl.::
>:~1J.O~. A1thOuglinonw~second generation young adults must cope
. with racial cliscrimination, they also profit from a post-<:ivil rights world in
~

..
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which they are able to inherit some of the positive as ",ell as the negative
results of America's long, troubled history of race rdations.
Finally, the children of immigrants are in a good position to- develop
their own creative strategies for living their lives. Children of immigrants
are often described as being "torn between two worlds» (Child 1943).
Social scientiSts and immigrant parents alike often worry that in navigating between two cultural systems and two languages, their children
may never be completely competent in either. It is often feared that_grov.ring up jn a world where parents who have come of age in -a different
culture have a hard time guiding their children into adulthood can lead to
confusion, alienation, and reversal of authority roles within the fumily. In
the early twentieth century, many children of European immigrants coped
with this challenge by rejecting their parents' embarrassing "fureign ways" .
and trying to become «.American. n Although our respondents occasionally felt that their parents' cultures were at odds with the American woddview, they rarely saw this as a real problem. Perhaps because of today's
ethos of multiculturalism, most of our respondents believe they can
choosewhlch aspects of a given cultural model to adopt..
..
Traditional, straight line assimilation theory implies that the children of .• '
immigrants, tom between two worlds, will do best when they assimilate.
Doing this may have emotional and psychic costs, but in the end the cbiIdren of immigrants will ~e to s,hare the "native advantages" over their .'
immigrant parents (Warner and Srole 1945). Alba and Nee's (2003) con- .
temporary reworking of this notion greatly improved the model by ex- .
cismg its prescriptive aspects, emphasizing that assimilation does not preclude retaining elements of ethnic culture and stressing how assimilation
also remakes U.S. culture, Yet they too see the second generation as
sharing advantages that come from joining the increasingly multicultural .",
mainstream. 'By contrast, segmented assimilation theory posits that
resisting Americanization can be helpful for the second generation. Tills'
theory argues that members of the seeond generation who assimilate into
disadvantaged segments of the native population will suffer, whereas those
who partially keep assimilation at bay can continue to share the «immic • '
grant advantages~ of relatively better-positioned immigrant communities, Clearly, today's second generation provides examples of all these paths. - _
However, our study also unde.rscoJ;'es the impo.rtance of a distinct seco~d -(
generation advantage: its loca":ion between two different soci-a1-syste~ - ~:.t.'., ~.,,~
allows for creative and selective combinations of the two that can be._ ~
highly conducive to success. In developing a strategy for navigating Chal:')i
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lenges., second generation youngsters do -not have to choose \vhether
being foreign or being American is "better." They can draw on both cultures. Members of the groups we have studied clearly have different options depending on their parents~ position and their OVlIl position in a
segmented social structure. Sometimes none of the available makes are
particularly conducive to upward mobility. Other things being equal,
however" seeing choices where others see constraints is in itself a significant advant.age . Further, whereas puritans of various stripes are generally·
more comfortable with the coherence of traditional cultural systems,
New York, more than most places, has historically honored hybridity and
rewarded innovation.
In the mid-twentieth century, New York became one of the world's
greatest centers of cultural- creati,~ty. VVhile American economic ascelldancy helped, it is probably not coincidental that the previous second
generation came of age in this intensely creative period in American
music., art) letters] theater, and criticism. Immigrants and their children
played a cultural role fur ont of proportion to their numbers (Hirschman
2005), and New York, where so much of the second generation was concentrated., became a hothouse for intellectual ('scenes" and cultural movements, both mainstream and avant garde. New York gave the children of
immigrants the cos.mopolitan space in which to make these innovations.
And despite the nativists' worries that New York was oemming a place
apart, the second generation repaid America with a ne\~\ broader., and, we
think, better vision of itself. rt was Irving Berlin, a 1. 5 generation New
Yorker, who penned "God Bless America" (a Russian Jew, he also wrote
"I'm Dreaming of a White Christmas").
It is too early to say whether New York is experiencing something like
this today. The second generation is still young, the world is different
place, and history never quite repeats itself. Yet social scientists may have
exaggerated the differences betl:veen past experiences of immigrant in-corpOl'arion and those of the present. The creative mixing of immigrant and
native minority cultures, already clearly evident in the musk, art,. dance.,
and poetry being produced in hyperdiverse tities like New York and Los
Angeles, is in many ways reminiscent of the best of New York's past. Here
we see the second generation advantage- most clearly. The greatest spur to
creativi-q' in multicultural cities is neither the continuation of immigrant
tradirionsnor the headlong rush to become similar to the host society, but
the innovation that occurs \""hen different traditions com~ together, '"\There
no one way of doing things can be taken fur granted. For all their prob-
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!ems, the increasingly diverse working class neighborhoods of New Yark '
exhibit an undeniable innovative energy,
This creativity is evident in the everyday decisions and behaviors of ,
young people who are growing up with a dual frame of reference. These
young people can be, and perhaps must be, creative in their reactions to
their environments, For many situations., second generation members
cannot blindly repeat the received wisdom of their parents, which is best
snited to a different society. More than most of us, members of the
second generation know that their pOllents' ways cannot always be their ,.
ways. Nor can they unreHectively take up an American culture they are
only beginning to understand. Instead, they must choose among the
ways of their parents, of broader American society, and of their native
minority peers or, perhaps, create something altogether new and
different,
We often attribute drive and creativity to the self·selection of immi-' "
grants or to ethnicity itself, but the real second generation advantage'
comes from being located between two cultures. The creativity inherent
in occupying a position at the crossroads of two groups has been widely ,.'
recognized in a variety of situations, b~t we believe it has been insuffi~
ciendy recognized with respect to the second generation. Sociologist Ron"
Burt describes the situation of being between two social networks a'
--',being in a «structurallIDlf:" He potes that

opinion and behavior are more homogeneous within than between
groups, so people connected across groups are more fumiliar with aI,
ternative ways of thinking and behaving which give them more 01" , '-,
tions to select from and synthesize. New ideas emerge from selection -_ .-,

and synthesis across the structural holes between groups. (Burt '_'
2004:349-350)c:
This insight is not new. At the beginning of the last century Georg~J
Simmel (1922) recorded it in his classic discussion of conllicting group af· "0
filiations and the role of the stranger. Burt (2004:350) goes back even fur: ,;';
ther, quoting John StuOllt Mill:

-:-.~-'1

It is hardly possible to overrate the value '... ofplacing human beings "- ~:;
in contact ;vith persons dissimilar to themselves, and with modes of ': ~i
thought and action unlike those ",th which they are fumiliar , .. ""
Such communication has always been, and is, particularly in the.: ,~
present age, one of the primary sources of progress.
" ,',
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Yet) if anything) this has become flJore true for today's second generation than it was for the children of immigrants in the past. The ethos of
multiculturalism and the reality of globalization and the unprecedented
diversity that characterizes cities like New York multiply the second generation advantage. The contemporary second generation does not fed
undue pressure to reject the languages, beliefS, and behaviors of its immigrant forebears. Nor do its members feel the need to cling to them to
keep the dangers of assimilation at bay. They are individuals who grew up
in a world in which being different can be ~cool," and they insist thatthey
are free to assert certain aspects of their parents' ways and to reject
others--thus allowing this cultural creativity· to flower.
Consider an example of how this can work. \Vhen we asked about the
age at which young people were expected to leave home, there was widespread agreement among native white, native black, and Puerto Rican respondents that living with your parents after age 21 was difficult at best,
and definitely not conducive to ~being an adult." By contrast, most of our
,econd generation respondents in eve'}' group grew up with a different
norm transmitted to them by their parents and their ethnic grouJr-that
living with parents and other extended family members until marriage and
maybe even after was normal and did not have to be fraught with conflict
and angst. In many cases living in the parental home was a sign of respon·
sibili ty and maturity and thus completely compatible with being an adult.
Further, while the decision to leave home at an early age allowed many of
the natives to see themselves as adults, thls individualism came at a price,
as this 32 year old Puerto Rican woman makes clear:
1: Would you have done anything differently if you had the chance?
R: Maybe I would have waited a little before leaving the house at age
nineteen. I think I could have waited two or th ree years .... Maybe by
then I would have finished college.
1: Is. there anything that may have helped you make a better decision!
R: No, because it was my choice. I'm an adult, that's a choice I de·
cided to make, so no, I think it was all up to me.
On the other hand, our native born respondents also grew up with an
expectation that men and women would receive the same amount of education and that there was no reason that women shouJd not expect to get
as much education as men. Many of our Hispanic and Chinese respon·
dents received messages from their parents that girls did not need as much
education as boys.
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These two sets of ideas, the first about the timing of establishing one's
own household and the second about the length of education, interact " •
v;ith the structure of the New York City housing market, one ohhe most "
expensive in the world. While many native white funilies had the financial
resources to help their children attain independent living or owned homes
that they could give to their offipring when they retired, the blark and
Puerto Rican families had fur less ability to support their children in their
desire to live independently. Regardless of race, however, most of Out native respondents expected that they should strike out on their own and
have their own apartments, if not by age 18, then certainly by their early
twenties. They struggled to do so and often felt like failures when they
could not. The second generation respondents, by contrast, often con- "
tinued to live with their parents until they felt able to afford to live on their
own. This allowed man}' second genera~on \vomen to continue their_
schooling, even if they had children, because their parents could help with
child care or because they did not have to work full time to support high
rents.

Thus a second generation young woman is able to combine the norm of
education and career ambitions that pushes her toward college and the
norm of multigenerationalliving that allows her to live at home while she
attains that goal. Most CUNY schools and other low cost New York coileges have no dormitoril!s,iJ!those _that do charge far more for them than
the cost of living "at home.» (Once again, this is not so different than in"
times past. In the "glory days" of the City College in the 1930s, its mostly"
"second generation student body lived at home with immigrant parents. A "
generation later, how many of their thoroughly Americariized children"·"
would have done the same?)
A young second generation woman may. not be aware that she -i~~:
choosing to maintain one norm and shed another. These are simply
norms that fit with the realities of a labor market that rewards education,
a primary education system that has equal expectations of men and
women, and a housing market that makes it hard fur a young single
woman attending college to find an apartment. Her ability to combine an"
American norm about education with an immigrant norm about Jiving __ --:
,vith parents nevertheless means that she is better off than her native minority neighbor who Caru:lot conceive oflhing with her parents at age 25"
even though she would like to finish college. It also makes her better off"
than her first generation counterpart who has just arrived at age 18 be,.
Iieving that her brother should finish college but that she can be suc-"
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cessful if she can ju.t get a high school degree and a job. The creativity of
this second generation comes from its members' ability to meet their
needs with a ,,,ider repertoire of options about beliefs and behaviors than
is available to people who have grown up in the same society as their parents and who consequently have only a 'ingle frame of reference.
Being located between two or more cultural systems can, of course,
sometimes have negative consequences. The Dominican American student attending Fordham whom we quoted in Chapter 7 about the inadequacy of the guidance Dominican parents gave their children in sexual
matters and the problem. this had caused her peers presents a good ex·
ample. of' course, the extent of the advantage derived from combining
two sets of no.rms does depend on which jmmigrant norms the second
generation person draws npon and which segment of us. society the
person is being incorporated into. We are not suggesting that the positive
side of being between cnltural systems alway, ontweighs the limitations
and constraint, filced by the most disadvantaged of the ,econd generation.
This second generation advantage is but one filctor among many shaping
young peopk's li~res -today. Most of the time~ however, we suspect it is on
the positive ,ide of the balance sheet, and that too often previous observers have ignored its impact or have been too quick to see combining
two sets of n~.rms -as negative,
The creativity that comes from being between cultural systems wa,
dearly evident among earlier generations of European immigrants as well.
Yet eYen while they remade America on their own ""ethnic" terms, they
often did so in the face of very real pressure, to as,imila te that left them
profoundly aware of their outsider status and embarrassed, or at least ambivalent, aboat their parents' "foreign" ways (see Hansen 193&; Gordon
1964). In part because oftheir successful integration into U.S. society,
and in part because of change' in American attitudes abont diffi:rence in
the wake of the civil rights movement, today's second generation members live in an America in which the pressures for cultural confurmity have
lessened substantially. Far from being embarrassed, many of our informants felt proud of the ways in which they bridged two world, in what
Moruca Boyd and Elizabeth Grieco have called their "triumphant tr.nsi·
tions" (1998). We saw this in the pride \vith which young people described using their ability to translate to help their parents or other people
with limited English, in the easy ways in which youngipeople described
their multiethnic friendship networks, and in the exteru;ivc use of ethnic
music and media, especially among the Spanish speakers. Indeed, our
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respondents were more likely to be embarrassed that they had too rapidly
assimilated into American society_ number described how bad they relt:
about losing their parents' language. This reflects the stronger apprecia- .'.
tion of diversity in America in general as well a. the particularly cosmopolitan ethos of New York.
In New York City the second generation inheriu. an environment where
the second generation advantages work to particularly good effect. Wbile
the.e young people feel the .ting of disadvantage and discrimination, they •.
move in a world where being from somewhere else has long been the
norm, For them being a New Yorker means being both ethnic and
American, being different both from native whites and from their immigrant parent•. In this feeling they are reaping the benefits of New York'. . .
long history of absorbing new intmigrants, As Glazer and Moynihan put it.'
in Beyond tile Metting Pot (1963/1970:xili):
New York is not Chicago, Detroit or Los Angeles. It is a city in which
the dominant racial group has been marked by ethnic variety and all
ethnic groups have experienced ethnic diversity, Anyone ethnic'
group can count on seeing its position -and power wax and wane and
none has become accustomed to long tenn domination, though each
may be influential in a given area or domain, None can find challenges from new groups unexpected or outrageous . , , The evolving
system of inter-group ft:Jatioru; permits accommodation, change and
the rise of new groups,
This situation has persisted despite the nonwhite origins of most new
immigrant groups. No doubt New York City still has an entrenched white
establishment that can trace its roots in the United States back many generations. But the new second generation rarely encounters such people on .
the joh, in the unions, or around the neighborhoods, schools, and subways of New York, Instead, the children of immigrants see a continuum of
"whites" who trace their origins to Italy, Ireland, Germany, Russia,' .
Poland, Greece, or Israel. If Italian. are yesterday's newcomers and
today's establishment, then perhaps Colombians are the new Italians and,
potentiall}r, tomorrow~s establishment. New Yorkers, old and new} are
happy to teU themselves this .tory. It may not be completely true. But the ._
fact they tell it, and believe it, is significant and may serve to help make it ••
come true.
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Why Do Some Groups Do Better Than Others?
'Vhy do some of our groups do so much better than others? Members of
the second generation, as \ve outlined) are creative partly because of the
variety of strategies the)' have available for how to be in the world. A logical extension of this is that different groups have different strategies or
concepts that they have brought with them, and as we have tried to make
clear throughout the book, these groups face different structural realities
once they get to the Unites States.
As argued earlier, the groups differ in terms of parental human capit,;!,
reasons for migration, and the contexts of reception the}' encounter.
Thus., the relative success of the Russian Jewish second generation respondents is not unexpected-their parents had high levels of education, they
came as refugees, and while they were getting established and retrained in
the United States, a large percentage of the &milies took advantage of
welfare, food stamps, and other government programs, Indeed, in contrast to native minority groups, it is striking how little stigma was attached
to the Russians' use of widespread public assistance, either within the
group or from other New Yorkers, As Jtws, the Russian immigrants were
also given spedal attention and aid from established Jewish organizations that helped them with everything from housing to job referrals
and English-language lessons, As whites the Russians found housing in
better neighborhoods with less crime, better schools, and better stores
and services. It is no surprise, then, that their children have done welL
Obvious factors do less to explain the success of our Chinese respondents. Twenty-two percent of our Chinese respondents are from families
with highly educated parents, and one would expect these respondents to
do wen, But 67 percent of our Chinese parents have very low levels of education. Unlike the Russians, few entered the country as refugees, and
thus they did not initially qualifY for welfare or other government programs. In addition, the Chinese sometimes faced racial and ethnic discrimination in schools and the labor market. But the Chinese in our study
are doing exceptionally well J better, by most measures., than groups in
which parental education is, on average, considerably higher.
Explaining the relative success of the Chinese suggests that what we
might call ~fumily strategies for the accumulation and intergenerational
traru;fer of capital" may be more important than race or parents' nativity.
The most successful children come from groups that are more likely 'to
have two parents and even other adult wage earners arid caretakers in the
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household supporting relatively few children. The Chinese have a high
ratio of working adults to children in the household, While it is true that
Chinese parents relentlessly expect their children to perfurm well in
schools, they also provide ti,e means for' them to do so in the form of
higher hfJUSchold incomes (even when individual incomes are modest),
living in neighborhoods ,vith better schools, keeping their children out of '
the Jabor force while they pursue higher education, and navigating the bureaucratic pathways toward the best schools in the New York City public
school system. It is worth noting that unlike native whites or better-off
African Americans, the Chinese rarely tum to private schools as an alter·
native, although they do spend money on supplemental educational and
exam preparation, often in weekenq U Chinese schoolS.»

The Chinese are able to provide the means for their children to do well'
because of several other inlportant fuetors. First, while the group has low
median parental education and income, the first generation is marked by a
great diversity ofdass origins. Despite this class diversity, the group is very
much a cohesive group, with a high degree of social connection between
it>; better- and worse· off members. Perhaps because oflanguage barriers,
pethaps because of race, many Chinese professionals continue to inhabit , '
the same social world as their poorer compatriot>;; whereas South Amer,
iean profi:ssionals--particularly if they are light skinned-often leave the
community and become. !lJnction.alIy white.
Social networks link middle and working class Chinese inlmigrant>;, and
all the Chinese share ethnic newspapers, ethnic churches, and ethnic'
broadcast media. Guides to the New Yark City public school system published in the Chinese-language newspapers pass on infurmation provided
by the middle class immigrant>; who have used their own education and
class-based cultural capital to figure out how the system works and how to
navigate it. This knowledge is shared ,vith working class immigrants. In
this way the Chinese respondent who told us that her barely literate
mother who worked in a garment fuetory but who "somehow» knew her
, daugbter should go to Stuyvesant (the premier public high school in the
city, accessible only by test) is a beneficiary of both the class heterogeneity
and ethnic solidarity of the Chinese ethnic group.
As Burt (2004:351) demes it, "Social capital eristg where people have
an advantage because of their location in a social structure." Working class

Chinese second generation youth acquire social capital because they are
embedded in a social structure-the networks encompassing their immigrant parent>;-with educational and class diversity. This social capital is
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not available to Dominican youth, whose parents" communitjf is homogeneously poor, nor to South American youth, whille group exhibits less
ethnic solidarity.
At the same time J the context of reception by the \..<idee society also
shapes group experience. One reason the Chinese are able to take advantage of the islands of excellence in New York's public school system is
that, despite their racial distinctiveness, they face little discrimination in
the housing market. Chinese immigrants can move into white neighborhoods without causing rapid white out-migration. By contrast, West Indians or Dominicans, regardless of income, face much higher levels of discrimination in housing. They are less able to move into white
neighborhoods in search of better schools or safer streets. When they do,
"white flight" often leads to declines in scliool quality and public safety,
much as it would if the newcomers were native Mrican Americans or
Puerto Ricans. Added to these advantages is the stereotype.of the Chinese
as successful students. One of the strongest findings in educational research is that high expectations from teachers have a positive effect on student outcomes (Rosenthal and Jacobsen 19.68}. Unlike Hispanic and
black: students, who often have to overcome low expectations) the Chlnese enter schools that expect them to do well.
F'mally, cultural fuctors are at play in the success of the Chinese. The
pattern of obligations that keeps working class mothers and fathers from
divorcing even when they are miserable together and that .keeps young
adults living at home and supporting their parents even when they do not
COnlmUnICare Vi-rith them promotes socioeconomic mobilitjr for the Chinese second generation. Second generation Chinese put off marriage and
childbearing until they have finished school and established themselves in
their careers. This does not necessarily make them happier than others
their age-we interviewed a lot oflondy and bitter Chinese young adults.
But it does fucilitate academic and career success. While they may not
always be having a good time, they are experiencing very high rates of
upward social mobility.
The other groups we studied have different mixes of behaviors and beliefS and face different structures of barriers and opportunities. The Dominicans probably present the clearest cause for concern. With a comparatively high levd of African ancestry, Dominicans face high levels of
discrimimition, both in public space and in the housing market. Unlike
the parenlll of West Indians, few of their parenlll spoke English on arrival.
They arrived in the United States with very low levels of education and
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continue to have low incomes. Their nearest ~proximal host'" population,
Puerto Ricans, are also quite pom, and the neighborhoods they share
have some of New York's worst schools.
It is not clt:ar whether Dominicans~ caught berw-een remaining in one _ :
of the poorest immigrant communities and assimilatiog into the poorest
of the native communities, enjoy much second generation advantage.
Many have formed single-parent households, and the ratio of children to
working adults in the household is low. By New York standards, many of
the Dominican first generation arrived in the United States undocu·
mented, and their high level of remittances to and investments in the Do·
minican Republic drains capital out of the community.
Nevertheless, despite these disadv;mtages, members of the Dominican
second generation are in many respects doing at least marginally better
than their Puerto Rican counterparts and even native born African Americans. They are much better educated than their parents, although less
well educated than most other New Ymkers their age. Finally, those Dominicans who do achieve high levels of education show little evidence of
disadvantage relative to native whites, something that is not true for the .
native minorities.
Immigration, Race, and Public Policy: Looking
~.
into the Future
~_
-.
While our story is cautiously optimistic, we fllllSt underscore several
caveats. First, our study began at an auspicious time-from 1999 to early
200 L The labor market was tight, unemployment was low, and the financial seIi~ces industry in New Yark was pumping money into the local
economy. After decades of rising income inequality and stagnant median
wages, the local and national economy experienced some good years at
the end of the 1990s. Our young respondents reaped the benefits ofrhat.
particular time and place, even though they generally held entry-level jobs
without much security. Most of our respondents amid find work, and.
most were optimistic about their own futures.
The collapse of the dot -com boom and the economic shock of the ter~
rorist attack on the World Trade Center in September 2001 shook that
confidence. 'When ,ve reinterviewed many of our in-depth respondents in
2002 and2003, some had lost their jobs and had not been able to replace "
them. Gn'en that most of our respondents were wo.rking and lower
middle class people with some college education and relatively low-paying
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jobs, severe economic downturns like the one in 200l-2003 could
change stories of modest upward mobility and rosy outlooks into stories
of stagnation, pess.imism~ and ·worry about the furure.
We can also ask whether the social mobility and general optimism we
found will carry over to the third and fourth generation or whether thel
grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the immigrants will experience\
a reversal of fortune, as seems to be true of the Puerto Ricans. Academics \
and policymakers have not paid nearly enough attention to Puerto Ricans I
in recent decades. Dwarfed by the arrival of new immigrant group',
Puerto Ricans have often disappeared statistically into the broader Hispanic category. Neither immigrants nor natives, they have a special political status that aJsoailowed them to full through the cracks. Even the rediscovery of urban poverty in the United States in the 1980, and 1990s
has focused almost-exclusively on African Americans) and the new immigration literature has left Puerto Ricans out of the picture entirely.
'\oVhile "off stage/7- in New York} at least, the Puerto Ricans' situation
has deteriorated. The poorest group in our sample, the Puerto Ricans
show distressing evidence of persistent poverty and intergenerational ,0cioeconomic decline. Perhaps this is becau,e the special selectivity of immigrants doe, not apply to the third generation families our respondents
grew up in. It is also possible that there is a reverse selectivity effect, with
the more successful Puerto Ricans moving to other parts of the country or
even out-marrying and losing their identity as Puerto Rican. Nonetheless,
the New York-based sample we spoke "ith i, doing poorly. Racial discrimination, poor urban schools, language issues, and dysfunctional £unilies ail play a part.
Another clear pattern in our findings is deeply troubling. Race and
racial discrimination continue to shape the lire chances of second generation respondents with dark ,kin, who can be confused or associated with,
or who 'ee themse!ve, as becoming, African Americans. Although we find
little evidence of ,econd generatiou decline, the continuing disadvantages
fuced by native African Americans, the ,tatus of the New York-born
Puerto Ricans, the poverty arid incarceration of many second generaclon
Dominican" and the rugh levels of discrimination reported by even the
relatively well-off West Indians clearly point to the possibility of third gen-
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eration decline. Because race encapsulates a complex dynamic of scarce

fumiIy res'ourccs-, high obstacles to success., and a risky environment, it still
counts very much in New York City. That many children ofimmigrant minority parents manage to avoid radsm"s worst impacts does not lessen the
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sting for those who cannot. There is a distinct possibility that some por- ..
tion of Dominicans and West Indians experience marked downV>'afd mobility as they become less distinguishable from Mrican Americans over
time and as residual immigrant and second generation advantages fude
into the third or fourth generation. West .Indians, despite relatively high .
incomes and levels of education, are the most lik:e1}!'" of our secol,ld generation groups to report experiencing discrimination from the police and in
public places, where their interactions with whites seem little different·
from those ofAfrican Americans.
Several public policies can make a rlifference in continuing second generation integration and preventing third generation decline. The shameful .
. inequality in the educational system has to be lessened. The New York .
City public schools vary so much in quality that it is difficult to imagine:they are part of the same system. The variation begins at the very earliest .
grades, and the effects of attending a substandard school are compounded
and reinforced year after year until it is too late to undo the damage by the·
time students enter high schooL At the other end of the spectrum are stu~
dents who enter some of the best elementary schools and can navigate the .
system. They end up in one of the magnet schools and achieve an educa- .
tion as good as any obtainable in private schooL This inequality maps
onto racial and income disparities and is inexcusable. In order to ensure:continued positive integ.~tion Qf generations of immigrants., we ~ust
make good on America's promise of equality of opportunity.
Affirmative action in higher education, while intended primarily to ad~
dress the long-standing grievances of native minority groups, especially
African Americans, is in fact a policy that has worked well for the children. ::
of immigrants and should be supported. Hampered by r~cial rliscrimina-.
tion, some substandard schools, and a lack ofknowledge about the Amer- .,'
iean educational system, yet ambitious and coming from fumilies who invest a great deal in the success of the next generation, the children of· "
nonwhite immigrants are perhaps best suited to a program designed to
locate and help qualified but rlisadvantaged youth. Affirmative action and:.,
other programs that seek to facilitate the upward mobility of minority:;
youth have,. in fact, served us well in integrating the children of nonwhite_ ;__::
immigrants. That this was not their original intention should not obscure :;:'
this important success,
,-::'
In adrlition, the govenunent should continue to monitor and fight both
overt and subtle racial discrimination in housing, jobs, and schools and by .
the police. Discrimination is a fact oflik for dark-skinned young people, but _
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how that discrimination feels is very different if they know that the law will
protect them and that their society does not countenance such behavior.
We began this study worried about downward mobility of some of the
children of immigrants, \Ve now feel that it is, in some \vays} the opposite
problem that is actually a greater cause for concern. It has become dear
that the relative success of the children of immigrants is now obscuring
the depth of continuing poverty and discrimination, limited opportuni·
ties, staggering rates of incarceration, and the general social exclusion of
large segments of the native minority youth population. When elite colleges point with pride to their increasing "diversity" and to the growing
numbers of "'blacks?' and "Latinos" among their students and faculty, jt is
easy to overlook how much of that diversity is provided by the growing
numbers of immigrants and their children, and how little by the descen·
dants of American slaves or by long· present Pnerto Ricms or Mexican
Americans. When institutions like the CL'NY colleges or New York's selective public magnet schools express concern over their declining "black"
and "Latino" enroilments, it is -easy to miss how much more dramatic
those declines would be if it were not for the children of West Indian, Do·
minican, and South American immigrants.
Let us be dear. The increasing diversity of Americau institutions and of
American society is a good thing. The reduction of racial barriers, initiated
by the civil rights movement, however partial, has created a fairer and thus
better society. In fact, the use of affirmative action and the active pursuit
of diversity have facilitated the incorporation of the children of irnrnigrants. However unintentionally, such policies and practices have helped
members of the second generation find their place in American society.
They are part of the reason the situation in New York and other American
cities looks so different than that in Europe. Good for the immigrants and
their children, this uuin tended incorporation policy has also been good
for the United States. In an era of globalization, it has brought new and
diflerent skills, fresh talent, and extraordinary drive to an America that
needs them now as much as ever, At the same time, such policies and practice, have been less successful in addressing the problems of the very pop'
ulations they were originally designed for, and who,e struggles for justice
brought them about in the first place. This is a fact that must be faced
squarely. Vilhen, out of ignorance or misguided notions ·of solidarity,
politicians and social scien tisrs lump native and immigra~t minorities together under rubrics such as ~'Hispanic/' or \\'orse, "people of coJor,» they
make such issues more difficult to talk about, much less address.
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Further, for the children of non-black, non-white immigrants it is im- .
portant to remember that race is mutable and that the color line may be
mm""g. The central cleavage in American lik was once dearly between
whites and non-whites. Today there is mounting evidence that it is between blacks and non-blacks. This has tremendous salience for much of
the second generation, The changing position of Asian Americans--once
as racially excluded as anyone-on most indicators of acculturation and
assimilation in the last two decades should remind us that there is nothing
permanent about what we call.race. Perhaps the ties of language will, in
the next century, make of the children of Colombians, Ecuadorans,
Cubans, and Mexicans (along with the grandchildren of Puerto Ricans
and the great-grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren of southwestern "Hispanos") a single "Latino" race, But this. is hardly the only·
possible_ outcome, or even the most likely one, given the consistent
finding that many of the second generation children of Latino immigrants .
prefer to use English anyway.
Finally, we must remember that incorporation is a two-way I'treet. The
second generation has been successful partly because New York, come
pared to many other places, has put few barriers in their way. In this regard it is important to remember that the number of undocumented immigrants among our 1.5 generation respondents was relatively low.
Indeed, most of our res!'>Qlldents: parents entered the country legally; and .
of those who did not enter'legally, most eventually managed to regularize·:
their status. Few of our respondents reported that their own legal status or" .'.
that of their parents had posed a major problem as they were growing up
in the 1980s and 1990s. This·finding presents a sharp contrast to cities in
. which more of the immigrant population is undocumented. It is also a
contrast to the situation of the children of today'. newest immigrants,
since even in New York the proportion of undocumented immigrants has .
risen and legalization has become more difficult. While efforts to "get
tough" on undocumented immigrants and plug the various loopholeS.
used to legalize an immigrant's status have been singularly unsuccessful ill
keeping midocurnented immigrants out of the country, they do keep immigrants undocumented longer. As a result many immigrants are now
permanently locked out of meaningful participation in American civic life. >
Whatever one thinks of the situation that created tadars large undocu- .'.
monted population, one can easily see how much the presence of snch" .....
large) permanent population who are part of. our nation economically, so-

cially, and culturally, but not politically, ill serves a democratic society. The
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situation is bad for the immigrants, bad for America, and particularly bad
for the immigrants' American children. This, far more than downward assimilation, is where we feel the true danger of creating an undcrcl= lies.
H we are truly concerned about the integration of the children of immigrants into American society, policies that keep their paients undocumented can only be judged highly counterproductive.
The elements of the civic culture of New York and America that welcome and celebrate immigration and ethnic diversity should be maintained and reinforced. The history of America's treatment of immigrants
has many shameful aspects-forced assimilation, forced repatriation, imprisonment in concentration camps, blatant prejudice, Qiscrimination, violence, and exclusion. Through it all, however, America has also maintained an ideology of equality and openness to immigrants and a bediock
rrue that anyone born in the United States is a citizen. We can s<ce this id<cology as a hypocritical story we have told ourselves, and sometimes it is.
Bnt it has also been a resource for the immigrants, for their children, and
for members of native minority groups fighting for inclusion and fuir
treatment.
One need only look at the continued exclusion of the second and third
generation of post-World War II immigrants in ·Western Europe to see
how much worse the situation corud have been. Every year for the last few
decades some misguided lawmaker proposes to deny birthright citizenship
to the children of undocumented migrants or even to the children of immigrants more generally. This would be a terrible mistake, Not only
worud it create a permanently excluded but permanently present class of
noncitizens in our midst} it would send a terrible message to our newconlers,
America can be proud onts ideology of inclusion, and New York, on its
best days, can be proud of the reality of inclusion it offers to the second
generation. The hold that members of the second generation have on that
promise of a better life may be precarious, but, combined with their
. youthful optimism, it leaveS us hopeful about their future and about the
future of the city that they inherit.

